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A B S T R A C T

Dipole-dipole cross-correlated relaxation (CCR) between two spin pairs is rich with macromolecular structural
and dynamic information on inter-nuclear bond vectors. Measurement of short range dipolar CCR rates has been
demonstrated for a variety of inter-nuclear vector spin pairs in proteins and nucleic acids, where the multiple
quantum coherence necessary for observing the CCR rate is created by through-bond scalar coupling. In principle,
CCR rates can be measured for any pair of inter-nuclear vectors where coherence can be generated between one
spin of each spin pair, regardless of both the distance between the two spin pairs and the distance of the two
spins forming the multiple quantum coherence. In practice, however, long range CCR (lrCCR) rates are chal-
lenging to measure due to difficulties in linking spatially distant spin pairs. By utilizing through-space relaxation
allowed coherence transfer (RACT), we have developed a new method for the measurement of lrCCR rates
involving CαHα bonds on opposing anti-parallel β-strands. The resulting lrCCR rates are straightforward to
interpret since only the angle between the two vectors modulates the strength of the interference effect. We
applied our lrCCR measurement to the third immunoglobulin-binding domain of the streptococcal protein G
(GB3) and utilize published NMR ensembles and static NMR/X-ray structures to highlight the relationship be-
tween the lrCCR rates and the CαHα-CαHα inter-bond angle and bond mobility. Furthermore, we employ the
lrCCR rates to guide the selection of sub-ensembles from the published NMR ensembles for enhancing the
structural and dynamic interpretation of the data. We foresee this methodology for measuring lrCCR rates as
improving the generation of structural ensembles by providing highly accurate details concerning the orientation
of CαHα bonds on opposing anti-parallel β-strands.

1. Introduction

Biophysical processes such as protein folding [1,2], molecular re-
cognition [3,4], allostery [5,6], and enzyme catalysis [7–9] depend on
the fine-tuned interplay of biomolecular structural dynamics. A tech-
nique suitable for the characterization of such dynamic processes over a
broad range of time-scales and with atomic resolution is nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [10,11]. Two complementary
NMR observables, residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) [3,12–14] and

cross-correlated relaxation (CCR) rates [13,15–19], encode information
pertaining to the ensemble averaging of bond vector orientations on
physiologically important time-scales (picosecond to millisecond).
Whereas RDCs provide structural [20] and dynamic [21] insight into
local bond motions, CCR rates report on the angle [15] and the degree
of synchronicity between a pair of bond vectors [16].

The phenomenon of CCR originates from the relaxation of spin co-
herences by either the dipolar coupling, defined as the through-space
magnetic interaction between two nuclei, or the chemical shift
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anisotropy (CSA) [22,23]. The dipolar couplings and CSA result in the
stochastic modulation of local magnetic fields that interferes with an-
other relaxation mechanism (another unique dipolar coupling or CSA
relaxation mechanism). The strength of the interference is proportional
to the rotational correlation time (τc) of the biomolecule and dependent
on both the relative orientation of the two interfering relaxation me-
chanisms and the distance between the nuclei involved in one of the
two relaxation phenomena. The advantage of dipole-dipole CCR, or
dipolar CCR, is the straightforward interpretation of the measured rate
in terms of an angle between the two vectors participating in the CCR
whereas CCR involving CSA, whether CSA-CSA CCR or CSA-dipole CCR,
is harder to interpret due to difficulties in translating chemical shift
data into structural information and accurately determining the CSA
tensor. This direct interpretation has enabled dipolar CCR rates to yield
information about torsion angles in proteins [15,16,24–26] and nucleic
acids [27,28]. Furthermore, the CCR rate is a time-averaged observable
that is scaled by ensemble-averaged dynamic processes occurring up to
the msec time-scale [29]. Accordingly, the measured rate provides de-
tails concerning the level of correlation of the vectors involved in the
CCR [16] and has been utilized to investigate correlated motions
amongst the polypeptide backbone of the third immunoglobulin-
binding domain of the streptococcal protein G (GB3) [19].

In theory, CCR rates can be measured between any two relaxation
mechanisms within a macromolecule, however in practice, it is difficult
to connect pairs of spatially distant spins in an efficient manner ex-
clusively with through-bond scalar coupling (J-coupling). That said, the
relaxation mechanisms themselves offer a route for creating the multi-
spin coherences necessary for measuring long range CCR rates [30–33].
Recently, Boisbouiver and Bax utilized CCR amongst CαHα(i), Hα(i)
Hα(j), and CαHα(j), where i and j denote two spatially distant bond
vectors, to transfer net magnetization through-space across the anti-
parallel β-sheets of GB3 and the HIV protease [34]. For this secondary
structural element, it is the nearly linear arrangement of the opposing
CαHα vectors coupled with the short distance between the non-bonded
Hα atoms (between 2 and 3 Å) that enables the efficient transfer of
magnetization through-space, termed relaxation allowed coherence
transfer (RACT) [30] (Fig. 1). The measured RACT CCR rates provide
both distance and angular information that can be utilized in the re-
finement of solution structures and biomolecular ensemble generation.

Here, we build upon the previously described RACT measurement to
create the necessary through-space coherence to measure the long range
CCR rate (lrCCR) between opposing backbone CαHα bonds in the anti-
parallel β-sheets of GB3. The advantage of the lrCCR measurement
described in the following is that it exclusively encodes the ensemble-
averaged angular dependency of the CαHα(i) and CαHα(j) CCR rate,
simplifying the analysis of the resulting NMR observable. We then
compare our experimentally measured lrCCR rate to available NMR
ensembles and NMR/X-ray structures of GB3 illustrating the structural
and dynamic information contained by the lrCCR rate on the inter-bond
angle and bond mobility. Finally, we utilize the lrCCR rates to generate
sub-ensembles, demonstrating how lrCCRs can be used for structural
ensemble generation.

2. Theory

The pulse sequence depicted in Fig. 2 was developed in order to
measure the lrCCR rate (Γ α α α α

c
C H (1),C H (2) ) resulting from the dipole-di-

pole interaction of two distinct CαHα vectors (represented by 1 and 2)
pointing at each other across the anti-parallel β-sheet of GB3 (Fig. 1).
After chemical shift evolution of αH (1) and creation of the anti-phase
coherenceH Cy z

1 1, the first relaxation allowed coherence transfer element
(RACT1) at point a in the pulse sequence is implemented to link the two
CαHα vectors through space as previously described [30,34]. An INEPT
block converts the single-quantum term H Hy z

1 2 into H C Hx z z
1 1 2 then fol-

lowed by an x-pulse on 1H to create H C Hx z y
1 1 2, which at point b is then

ready to proceed through the CCR block in order to measure
Γ α α α α

c
C H (1),C H (2) . The master equation describing evolution under CCR,

chemical shifts and J couplings of the four multiple quantum coher-
ences expressed as single element operators for the transverse operators
that are active during the CCR block is as follows:
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Here, R M( )2 represents the autorelaxation rate for each coherence
M, ω is the Larmor frequency, and J α αC H is the scalar coupling between
spins Cα and Hα. For the rest of the discussion, we convert the evolu-
tion of the single spin transverse operators into Cartesian operators. It
should be noted that ≈R H C H R H(4 ) (4x z y y2
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1 1 2 2 and, in the absence of internal

dynamics, will be considered to be all equal, R2.
During the mixing time of the CCR block (T), the coherence

H H C4 y x z
1 2 2 is created only through CCR when Δ=0 (Icross) and through

both scalar coupling and CCR when Δ=1/2JCH (Iref):

Fig. 1. Illustration of the distances between the β-strand Hα atoms of GB3
(PDB: 2OED). The efficiency of the relaxation allowed coherence transfer across
the β-strands depends on the contribution of both the angle between the

α α i α i α jC H ( ),H ( )H ( ) vectors and the distance between the two αH protons,
−r α i α jH ( )H ( )

3 , to the CCR rate Γ α α i α i α j
c
C H ( ),H ( )H ( ) , where i and j denote two spatially

distant bond vectors [34]. The Hα atoms situated in parallel β-strands are too
far apart for efficient transfer of magnetization (4.57 ± 0.29 Å), whereas the
Hα atoms in anti-parallel β-strands are sufficiently close enough in space
(2.59 ± 0.34 Å). The CαHα bond vector pairs that are the focus of this in-
vestigation are color coded throughout the manuscript: Q2-K19 (cyan), K4-T17
(purple), V6-E15 (orange), W43-V54 (red), and Y45-F52 (green). (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. NMR sample preparation and measurement

Uniformly 13C-labeled recombinant GB3 was expressed in E. coli in
minimal media supplemented with 13C-glucose as the sole carbon
source and purified as described before [35]. NMR experiments were
performed on a 5mMGB3 sample in 20mM sodium phosphate buffer at
pH 5.5 and 0.1% sodium azide. The long range CCR rates (lrCCR) were
measured at 288 K with the pulse sequence depicted in Fig. 2 on a
700MHz Bruker AVANCE spectrometer equipped with a 5-mm TCI
cryogenic probe head.

3.2. Structures and structural ensembles

For the structural interpretation of the lrCCR measurements, we
investigated four NMR ensembles ERMD [36], EM8 [37], eNOE [38],
and CCR16 [19], two X-ray structures 1IGD and 1IGC [39] and five
single structures refined or determined by means of NMR: structure by
Li et al. (2015) [40]; 2OED, 1P7E and 1P7F [41]; 2N7J [42]. All the
NMR ensembles and structures have been generated utilizing residual
dipolar couplings (RDC). In addition to the RDCs, the CCR16 ensemble
used backbone CCR restraints, while the eNOE ensemble used exact
NOEs, scalar couplings and chemical shifts. 2N7J is a 20-conformer
ensemble. In the current work, however, we refer to 2N7J as a single
NMR derived structure, because every conformer in the ensemble has
identical backbone atom positions and the difference between the
conformers comes only from the side-chain rotameric states. Prior to
calculating RDCs and order parameters (S2), the structural ensembles
were superimposed on the backbone atoms by minimizing variance
over the ensembles [43]. The average angles between the bond vectors
in an ensemble were obtained by calculating the angle between the

average bond vectors in the investigated ensembles. To analyze the
CαHα and NH bond directions in the X-ray structures, the hydrogen
atom positions were constructed based on a set of geometric rules. The
Hα atoms were placed on a line going through the Cα atom and an
averaged position of the N, C' and Cβ atoms [44]. For the NH bond
vectors, the H atoms were placed in a plane defined by the N, C' and Cα
atoms and on a line bisecting the angle C'-N-Cα, such that the angles C'-
N-H and Cα-N-H are larger than 90°. The CαHα and NH bond lengths
were set to 0.1 nm, however, for the subsequent RDC and CCR calcu-
lations the bond vectors of the structures and structural ensembles were
normalized, thus having no impact on the calculated NMR observables.
The 1IGD structure contains GB3 in its unbound form, while in the case
of 1IGC, GB3 is bound to an antibody fragment.

3.3. RDC, CCR and S2 order parameters

Every structure and structural ensemble were analyzed by calcu-
lating the RDCs and CCR rates and comparing them to the experi-
mentally measured values. The experimental RDC values were collected
from the literature [40,41,45]. In total, RDC measurements for the
CαHα and NH bond vectors in 17 alignment media were used. For every
structure/ensemble, 17 alignment tensors were calculated by means of
a singular value decomposition (SVD) fit [46]. Subsequently, these
alignment tensors were used to calculate the CαHα RDCs for the bonds
of interest and, later, we refer to these local structural assessments as
the local quality of structures or structural ensembles.

The experimental CCR rates over the backbone CαHα and NH bonds
were reported in [47]. In this work, we were interested in the structural
and dynamic properties of the CαHα bond vectors for which the lrCCR
rates were measured. Therefore, three backbone CCR rate sets involving
CαHα bond vectors were used: intra-residue and sequential CαHα-NH,
as well as sequential CαHα-CαHα rates. For every structure/ensemble
and each CCR set, the contribution of the libration order parameters,
S SXH

libr
YH
libr , was taken from a fit to the experimental data (the influence of

this procedure is investigated in more detail in the SI Fig. 3). Subse-
quently, only those local backbone CCR rates reported for vectors
participating in the lrCCR measurement were considered. The lrCCRs
were calculated following the same procedure as for the backbone CCR
rates. For the multi-structure NMR ensembles, Sensemble

2 order parameters
were calculated and compared to the model free order parameters,
SRDC

2 , obtained from the ORIUM [48] and DIDC [45] procedures.

3.4. Q Values

The quality of the agreement between the structural GB3

Fig. 2. Across β-sheet cross-correlated relaxation (CCR) Pulse Sequence. Above the sequence, the relevant product operators are indicated. The narrow bars have a
flip angle of 90° and the wide bars have a flip angle of 180°. All pulses are phase x unless marked otherwise. ϕ1= x, −x; ϕ 2= 2(x), 2(−x); ϕ 3= 16(y), 16(−y); ϕ 4

= 4(x), 4(−x); ϕ 5= 32(x), 32(y); ϕ 6= 8(x), 8(−x), and ϕ REC=−x, 2(x), −x, x, 2(−x), x, x, 2(−x), x, −x, 2(x), −x. Shaped 1H pulses are of the 180° REBURP
type (2.67 ms duration at 700MHz for a 2.1 ppm bandwidth inversion). The shaped pulse is necessary for suppressing 3JHH dephasing. The carriers are centered at
4.7 ppm for 1H and 57 ppm for 13C. Delays utilized are τ=1/4JCαHα=1.74 ms, τR= 3/2JCαHα=10.5ms, and T=13ms. Δ for the cross measurement is 0ms and
for the reference measurement is 3.49ms (1/2JCαHα). Quadrature detection in the F1 dimension is obtained by States-TPPI of ϕ1. The duration and peak strengths of
the sine-shaped gradients are G0=1.0ms, 80%; G1=0.8ms, 30%; G2=1.0ms, 65%; G3= 1.0ms, 15%; G4= 1.0ms, 37%; G5= 1.0ms, 17%.
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representation and the experiment was quantified by Q value:

=
∑ −

∑
x d

d
Q

( )i i

i

2

2

where xi is a calculated RDC or CCR value and di is an experimentally
measured corresponding value. The RDC Q values were calculated for
every CαHα bond vector of interest by summing over the measurements
in 17 alignment media. For the backbone CCR Q values, the summation
was performed over the intra-residue and sequential CαHα-NH, as well
as sequential CαHα-CαHα measurements by considering those entries
which had a contribution from the analyzed CαHα bonds. For the lrCCR
Q values, a Q value was calculated for every investigated CαHα bond
vector pair by considering a single lrCCR value measured in this work.
For the cases where two lrCCR values have been measured for one bond
vector pair, an average experimental value was used.

3.5. Error estimation

The standard errors for the Q values, S2 order parameters and angles
of the NMR ensembles were calculated by means of bootstrapping. For
the lrCCR Q values, the standard errors represent a combined error of
bootstrapping and experimental uncertainty. Structural sub-ensembles
were generated from the ERMD, EM8 and eNOE ensembles minimizing
the lrCCR Q values for the five investigated CαHα bond vectors, as well
as the overall backbone CCR and RDC agreement with the experimental
measurements.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. NMR measurement of long-range CCR rates

We report CCR rates for 5 pairs of CαHα bonds, Q2-K19, K4-T17,
V6-E15, W43-V54, and Y45-F52 (Table 1 and Fig. 3). The magnitude of
Γ α α α α

c
C H (1),C H (2) depends on the projection angle (θ12) between the two

CαHα vectors [15]:
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12
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where μ0 is the permeability of a vacuum, h is the Planck constant, γH
and γC are the gyromagnetic ratios of 1H and 13C, respectively, r α αC H is
the CαHα bond length (1.09 Å), and τc is the rotational correlation time.
Angular brackets represent ensemble-averaging.

An advantage of the dipolar CCR rates is that they scale with τc.
Thus, the time for the RACT transfer decreases with increasing mole-
cular weight, opening up the possibility of applying our across β-sheet
measurement to larger systems, as demonstrated with the RACT
transfer for the HIV protease [34]. The measured lrCCR rates range in
value from ∼29 Hz to 41 Hz and were used in the following structural
and dynamic analysis of the CαHα vector pairs in GB3.

4.2. Structural and dynamic interpretation

For the structural interpretation of the measured CCR rates, we in-
vestigated a number of NMR conformational ensembles as well as single
structures resolved by means of X-ray crystallography or NMR (see
Methods for the description and literature references). First, we calcu-
lated the angle between the CαHα bond vector pairs of interest in every
structure or structural ensemble (Fig. 4, left panel). Furthermore, we
provide estimates of quality at which a particular bond vector is re-
presented. The quality is assessed by means of the Q values: one Q value
is calculated for the lrCCR rates per every bond vector pair; two Q
values are reported for every bond vector in a pair when considering
RDCs and backbone CCR rates. While the lrCCRs depend solely on the
bond vector angles of interest, the RDC and backbone CCR rates provide
information about the structural quality of the bond pair in a context of
other bond vectors: the RDC calculation depends on the alignment
tensor; backbone CCR rates depend on the neighboring NH or CαHα
bond vectors.

The largest of the analyzed NMR ensembles, ERMD (640 structures)
has been derived by fulfilling RDC restraints. The ensemble shows an
overall good agreement with the experimental CCR rates and the 10
RDCs for all five bond vector pairs: in all cases the Q value does not
exceed 0.12. These 10 RDCs, 10 backbone CCR rates and the 5 lrCCR
rates measure the local quality of structures or structural ensembles.
Regarding this local quality, ERMD is similar to the single structures
resolved or refined by NMR. Consistent with the comparable local
quality of the ERMD ensemble and single NMR structures, also the five
inter-bond vector angles (see Methods for the details on the ensemble
angle calculations) attain similar values. Another RDC-based ensemble,
EM8, performs consistently slightly worse in the local quality measures
than ERMD and the single NMR structures. An exception is the V6-E15
CαHα bond pair where EM8 shows the lowest long range CCR Q value.
The third multi-structure NMR ensemble was constructed by utilizing
exact NOE-based distance restraints (eNOEs), RDCs, scalar couplings
and chemical shifts. This eNOE ensemble performs particularly poorly
for bond vectors W43-V54 and Y45-F52, while for the vectors in the

Table 1
Γ α α α α

c
C H (1),C H (2) measured for GB3.

Γ α α α α
c
C H (1),C H (2) (Hz) error

Q2 K19 37.6 1.5
K19 Q2 41.0 2.0
K4 T17 31.8 1.3
T17 K4 34.2 1.3
V6 E15 34.2 3.1
E15 V6 28.8 3.0
W43 V54 30.9 2.8
V54 W43 30.1 3.2
Y45 F52 37.4 2.7
F52 Y45 n/a n/a

Fig. 3. Representative spectrum of the across β-sheet CCR pulse sequence
measured with uniformly 13C-labeled GB3, recorded at a proton frequency of
700MHz and a temperature of 288 K. The concentration of GB3 was 5mM in
D2O, containing 20mM sodium phosphate at pH 5.5 and 0.1% NaN3. The
spectrum was recorded with 1024 and 43 complex points in the direct (t2) and
indirect (t1) dimensions, respectively, with 1600 scans per t1 increment. For the
cross measurement, 3200 scans per t1 were recorded. The t1,max and t2,max were
15.3 ms and 122 ms, respectively. The reference experiment was recorded in
2 days, while the cross experiment was recorded in 4 days. Frequency dis-
crimination in the indirectly detected dimension was achieved with the States-
TPPI scheme. The spectrum was processed with NMRPipe software. The
average signal to noise for the reference and cross measurements were 50 and
19, respectively.
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other β-sheet it is comparable to EM8, but worse than ERMD ensemble.
The poor performance of the eNOE ensemble falls in line with a recent
study demonstrating that this ensemble could be improved by adding
additional RDC and scalar coupling restraints [49]. CCR16 is the
smallest (16 structures) of the multi-structure NMR ensembles analyzed
in this work. It has been constructed by imposing restraints using both
RDC and CCR experimental data sets. Overall, in our local quality
comparison CCR16 performs on par with the much larger ERMD en-
semble.

Of the two X-ray structures, 1IGC has been resolved in a bound state
with an antibody fragment, while 1IGD was resolved without a binding
partner. For the analysis of the bond vectors, we reconstructed hy-
drogen atom positions based on a set of simple geometric rules (see
Methods), thus including no direct information derived from the NMR
measurements on GB3. It is of no surprise that structures with the hy-
drogen atom positions reconstructed in this simplistic manner did not
yield high local quality in terms of matching the experimental RDCs and
backbone CCR rates for most of the bond pairs analyzed. The Q values
for the lrCCR rates, however, were unexpectedly low for the 1IGD
structure: for 3 bond vector pairs 1IGD performed better than any other
ensemble or single structure. This suggests that while the observables
that depend on the overall quality of the bond vector orientations in a
structure (RDCs and backbone CCR rates) indicate only a low-level
agreement with experiment, the relative geometry between some vec-
tors may still be properly represented while the orientation with respect
to the molecular frame (RDCs) does not fully agree to the experimental
values. In most cases the unbound crystallographic structure shows
better agreement with the NMR measurements than the bound GB3
conformer. It is an expected outcome considering that all the

experimental observables used in the analysis have been measured for
the protein free in solution. Furthermore, this observation implies that
the local set of RDC and CCR values, if measured for a bound form of
GB3, could potentially allow discriminating the subtle conformational
changes between the bound and free protein structures.

The single structures based on NMR data were all constructed fol-
lowing similar procedures to one another and all utilized RDC based
restraints. Therefore, their quality in reproducing CαHα bond vector
orientations is high. Subsequently, the dynamically averaged inter
vector angle values are similar for all of these structures which allows
for an accurate reproduction of the lrCCR data. It needs to be noted that
for the single X-ray or NMR structures that well reproduce the lrCCR
values, the inter CαHα bond angles should not be interpreted as ar-
ithmetic averages of the true structural ensembles underlying the ex-
perimental measurements. Rather, a good agreement between the
structure and experimental lrCCR indicates that the inter-bond angle
represents well a dynamic average of the true ensemble (see Section
4.1).

So far, we have described the local quality of the ensembles and
single structures, as well as the inter-bond geometry in terms of an
angle subtended between the bond vectors. However, for four NMR
ensembles containing multiple structures it is also possible to extract
the dynamic properties of the CαHα bond motions. In the following, we
will compare S2 calculated from structural ensembles of GB3 S( )ensemble

2

versus experimentally determined order parameters S( )RDC
2 . The defi-

nition for S2 is given in references [11,48]. Briefly, the order parameter
can take on any value between 0 and 1, where 1 denotes a rigid bond
vector and 0 denotes unrestricted local motion. Both Sensemble

2 and SRDC
2

represent bond vector dynamics occurring up to the msec time-scale,
the time-scale encompassed by the RDCs, eNOEs, and/or CCR rates

Fig. 4. CαHα bond vector representation in the NMR ensembles, single NMR and Xray structures and sub-selected ensembles. (Left) The angles between the CαHα
bond vectors are depicted by circle symbols and marked on the left y-axis. The quality with which every CαHα bond pair reproduces the experimentally measured
observables is expressed in terms of Q values and is marked on the right y-axis. The following Q values were calculated: one Q value for the lrCCR rates for every
CαHα bond vector pair (square symbol), two Q values – one for each CαHα bond vector – for the RDCs measured in 17 alignment media (up/down triangle symbols),
two Q values for the backbone intra-residue, sequential and CαHα-CαHα CCR rates (left/right triangle symbols). The lines in the figure mark the level of the lowest Q
value for the lrCCR rate and the inter-vector angle corresponding to that structure or ensemble with the lowest lrCCR Q value. The colored symbols correspond to the
values calculated for the NMR ensembles and NMR/X-ray structures, while white symbols denote the calculations for the sub-selected ensembles. (Right) A single
GB3 structure is depicted in a cartoon representation. The CαHα bond vectors for which the lrCCR rates were measured are depicted in color: the bond vectors from
the ERMD ensemble are shown. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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utilized to generate the GB3 structural ensembles or calculate the RDC
derived order parameters.

We summarize the order parameters, S2, calculated for the 5 CαHα
bond vector pairs of interest in Fig. 5, right panel. The lines in the figure
denote SRDC

2 values obtained by the model free approaches: ORIUM [48]
(solid line) and DIDC [45] (broken line). ORIUM SRDC

2 values are con-
sistently smaller than those determined by DIDC, indicating that the
ORIUM approach considers the CαHα bonds to be more mobile. The
Sensemble

2 values calculated for the ERMD, EM8 and eNOE structural en-
sembles appear to support DIDC SRDC

2 order parameters, suggesting that
the 10 CαHα bond vector motions relevant for this work ought to be
rather restricted. There are several exceptions to this observation: for
the Y45 CαHα bond in EM8 and eNOE ensembles, the Sensemble

2 are sig-
nificantly lower than ORIUM estimates. However, the large local RDC Q
values for these vectors indicate that the bond orientations and/or
dynamics may not be optimal in these ensembles (see Fig. 4, SI Fig. 4).
This argument does not hold for the Q2 CαHα bond vector in the EM8
ensemble, which shows higher mobility and still has a rather low RDC Q
value.

The CCR16 ensemble is different from the other analyzed multi-
structure NMR ensembles with respect to Sensemble

2 . CCR16 has con-
sistently lower Sensemble

2 values matching the ORIUM SRDC
2 values better

than the DIDC SRDC
2 , except for the Y45-F52 CαHα bond vectors. The

CCR16 ensemble allows for a larger mobility of the CαHα bond vectors,
which corresponds well to the libration motion analysis in the SI Fig. 3:

the calculated Slibr values for CCR16 are largest among all the en-
sembles and single structures in the study. This indicates that little
motion is absorbed into the alignment tensor for CCR16, and in turn the
bond vectors represented by the conformers in the ensemble are more
dynamic.

4.3. Selected sub-ensembles confirm the observed structural and dynamic
trends

The detailed investigation into geometry and mobility of the CαHα
bond vectors in the NMR ensembles and X-ray/NMR structures pro-
vided basic structural and dynamic interpretation for the long range
CCR measurements. To further explain the influence of the attained
lrCCR values for the GB3 bond vector orientations, we used the re-
spective lrCCR measurements to generate new structural ensembles
from the ERMD, EM8 and eNOE ensembles. This approach allowed
obtaining sub-selections of structures [50] from each of the NMR en-
sembles such that the lrCCR values were optimized in addition to the
RDCs and backbone CCR rates (details described below).

The existing NMR ensembles (ERMD, EM8 and eNOE) served as
pools of structures for the procedure. From each of the conformer pools,
we selected a two-structure sub-ensemble, which would reproduce the
experimentally measured lrCCR values as well as possible. The sub-
ensemble size of two structures allowed introducing a dynamic com-
ponent in contrast to using a single structure, which would only be able

Fig. 5. (Left) A single GB3 structure is depicted in a cartoon representation. The CαHα bond vectors for which the lrCCR rates were measured are depicted in color:
the bond vectors from the ERMD ensemble are shown. (Right) Sensemble

2 for the ERMD, EM8, eNOE and CCR16 ensembles: one value for every CαHα bond vector of
each investigated bond vector pairs are shown in colored symbols. The white symbols mark Sensemble

2 for the sub-ensembles. Dotted lines denote SRDC
2 values obtained

by the DIDC approach, solid lines denote ORIUM calculation. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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to represent the mean angle direction for the CαHα bond vectors.
Having obtained the best matching sub-ensemble, the two identified
structures were removed from the conformer pool and the procedure
was repeated to find the second best two-structure sub-ensemble to
reproduce lrCCR. Iterating these steps, the NMR ensembles were di-
vided into sub-ensembles of decreasing quality in representing lrCCR
rates. Subsequently, we combined the sub-ensembles in a stepwise
manner by appending them one-by-one, starting from the ensemble
showing the best agreement with the experiment in terms of the lrCCR
values.

For the cumulative ensembles, the quality of lrCCR agreement with
experiment decreases with an increase in the ensemble size (SI Fig. 1).
The Q values for all the available RDC (all CαHα and NH RDCs obtained
in 17 alignment media [40,41,45]) and all backbone CCR (intra NH-
CαHα, sequential CαHα-NH, sequential CαHα-CαHα, and sequential
NH-NH [47]) measurements initially decrease with the increasing en-
semble size, but saturate quickly before reaching 10% of the respective
NMR ensemble size. Finally, among the cumulative ensembles of dif-
ferent size we identified the ones minimizing the averaged Q value for
the long range and backbone CCRs (all available intra NH-CαHα, se-
quential CαHα-NH, sequential CαHα-CαHα, and sequential NH-NH
CCR rates), as well as the RDCs (all available CαHα and NH RDCs
obtained in 17 alignment media). The final selected sub-ensembles
contained 32 structures for ERMD (originally ERMD contains 640
structures), 38 for EM8 (originally 500 structures) and 6 for eNOE
(originally 60 structures).

The analysis of the CαHα bond vector angles and quality of re-
producing experimental measurements in terms of the Q values was
performed for the sub-ensembles in analogy to the analysis described
for the other NMR/X-ray structures (white symbols in the Fig. 4, left
panel). It is interesting to note that for 12 out of 15 cases the sub-
selection shifted the inter-vector angle towards the value previously
identified from a structure or an ensemble best matching lrCCR mea-
surements (marked by line in Fig. 4, left panel).

Similarly, the sub-ensemble Sensemble
2 values (Fig. 5, right panel) shift

the largest outliers in the NMR ensembles towards the SRDC
2 values ob-

tained by DIDC. The largest change was observed in the Sensemble
2 values

for the Y45 CαHα bond in eNOE sub-ensemble. For this vector both, the
angle and order parameter, have attained the values consistent with the
calculations from the other ensembles. In addition, the eNOE sub-en-
semble showed markedly lower RDC and CCR Q values for the Y45
CαHα bond vector. Another interesting case is the EM8 sub-ensemble's
Q2 CαHα bond vector: here, the RDC and backbone CCR rate quality
has not changed much, while the lrCCR quality has increased. While the
angle in this case is altered, the main contribution to the change ap-
pears to come from the changes in the orientation distribution as illu-
strated by the order parameter: the Sensemble

2 value for the sub-ensemble
significantly shifts closer to the SRDC

2 calculated by the DIDC method.
In general, the sub-ensembles selected based on the lrCCR data are

comparable in quality in terms of RDCs and backbone CCR rates to the
full size structural ensembles that served as conformational pools for
selection (SI Fig. 2). Interestingly, at the same time randomly selected
sub-ensembles also show comparable quality, suggesting that it is not
the feature of the lrCCRs to restrict the number of conformations re-
quired to reproduce RDCs and backbone CCR rates, but rather a feature
of the large ensembles (ERMD, EM8 and eNOE): even random sub-se-
lections of conformers match RDCs and backbone CCR rates well.

All in all, the lrCCRs appear to drive the ensembles towards a de-
fined set of inter CαHα bond vector angles and order parameters.
Admittedly, in the current work only 5 lrCCR values were used to guide
the ensemble generation which imposes a relatively weak requirement
for the sub-ensemble selection procedure that can be fulfilled with a
low number of structures. This does not imply, however, that the lrCCR
measurements support an overall decrease in the structural hetero-
geniety of the β-strands. To faithfully represent the dynamics of all the
bond vectors in a protein, i.e. more than the currently investigated 5

CαHα bond vector pairs, larger ensembles constructed similarly to
ERMD, EM8 or eNOE may be required. The lrCCR measurements could
be considered as an additional set of restraints in the future ensemble
generation. Another option is to utilize these observables as cross-va-
lidation of the structural ensembles constructed based on other struc-
tural and dynamic data.

5. Conclusions

In summary, we present a new method for measuring long range
dipole-dipole CCR rates with NMR spectroscopy between opposing
backbone CαHα bonds in the anti-parallel β-sheets. The acquired evi-
dence from the NMR ensembles and NMR/X-ray structures shows that
the measured lrCCR rates carry structural and dynamic information on
the inter-bond angle and bond mobility. We foresee this methodology
for measuring lrCCR rates as enhancing future structural ensemble
generation efforts.
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